
Anatomy. -c- A new entoptie phenomenon. By H. JANSSEN . (Communicated 
by Prof. C. U . ARIËNS KAPPERS.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of March 30, 1946.) 

When regarding a light formed by a small circular hole irt a screen, 
this aperture looks like a star as a result of the irregiJlar lens~astigmatism 
instead of retaining the perfectly circular formas we might expect, 

The immediate surroundings of the light appear to be- luminous ' to the 
extent of approximately 7° . This light~zone is related to the pupil; its size 
varies in accorclance with the constriction or dilatation of the iris. The 
structure of the light~zone' is not homogeneous; its appearance depends to a 
certain extent on the intensity of the souree of light. On dose observation 
we may perceive in it a bundIe of very thin rays which forms a usually 
horizontal propeller~formed glow, standing out again'st the dark back~ 
ground (fig. 1). 

Fig. 1. 
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IE we do not observe the "lightpropeller" - as I should like to eall the 
phenomenon for shortness sake - or do not observe it clearly. its presence 
can make itself manifest if we move the head round a sagittal axis. Once 
havirig become conscious of the effect. one can observe it as a companion 
of any circumscript light. even of the moon. . 

The phenomenon can also be perceived with one eye. Some see with 
each of both eyes a propeller. which form an angle with eaeh other; in that 
case the covering of one of the eyes is recommended for the following 
experiments. 

However mobile the "lightpropeller" may be. after some time it will 
always come to rest approximately in the plane defined by our eyes and the 
light. From th is we ·can condude that the eau se of the effect must be sought 
in our eyes and not in the medium between the light and the observer. 

Two experiments will bring us doser to this cause. 
First experiment: We move the head round a sagittal axis. stärting for 

instanee with the head on the Ie ft shoulder (fig. 2) . 
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Fig. 2. 

The "lightpropeller" lies parallel to the line joining the eyes. viz. from 
the ldt bottom~side to the right top~side. Up on moving the head round a 
sagittal axis. so th at it rests upon the right shoulder (always keeping our 
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eyes fixed on the light), we fi.nd that after a few seconds the "lightpro
peller" again lies parallel to the line joining the eyes, viz. from the left top
side to the right bottom-side. 

Supposing that the line joining the eyes has been moved over an angle 
of 90°, it appears that the "lightpropeller" did more than merely turn from 
its first position to the finalone. At first it turned roughly 15° into the 
opposite direction, then changing its direction it turns 120°, thus going 
15° too far, and finally corrects this excess by reversing 15° (fig. 2). 

The first phase oc<:urs during the time in which we move the head 
quickly from left to right. After the head has taken up its new position we 
observe the further movements of the "lightpropeller" , which take place 
in a few seconds. 

The starlike extensions of the light - caused by the irregular lens
astigmatism - have turned together with our head, without the somewhat 
slower balancing process of the "lightpropeller". The propeller thus moving 
independently of the starlike impression cannot find its origin in the lens. 

Second experiment: We keep the head upright without moving it. 
The light in front of us again appears to have the "lightpropeller" . This 

lies horizontally. Now we direct our eyes to a point at the left hand side 
of the light, at an angle of Sé1-Y 45°. Then suddenly looking again at the 
light we observe a digression of the "lightpropeller" of approximately 80° 
in a negative direction. In the course of 5-7 seconds it slowly turns back 
ágain over these 80° in a positive direction (fig . 3). 

Approaching the light from the right we find the opposite taking place. 

o ) Û ( o 
Fig. 3. 

'* '* '* 
The first experiment proved that the cause of the phenomenon was not 

to be found in the lens. 
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The (act that in the second experiment the " lightpropeller" turned over 
an angle of approximately 80° exc1udes the cornea as weIl. since it is out 
of the question .that the cornea. and consequently the eye itself . makes such 
a rota tory movement. 

Norcan the liquid of the anterior chamber of the eye be heId responsible 
for the occurrence of the propeller~phenomenon. In normal circumstances 
th is liquid is homogeneous and has the same refraction in all directions. 

As it is unlikely th at the retina does anything more than play a purely 
perceptive part in the "propeller~effect" . the only possible conclusion we 
Can dràw is. that the cause of the phenomenon must be sought in the 
corpus vitreum . 

. That it is not caused by other influences. such as irritation of the semi-: 
circular canals or deformation of the eyeball by the extericir eyemuscles. 
appears from the fact that ' the "propeller" remains stabIe if we keep the 
eyes intent upon the light and make yes~ 'and no~movements .. 

We may take it for grahted from the slow swinging of the "light~ 
propeller" that the corpus vitreum - wholly or partly - follows the 
inovements of the eye only with a certain inertia. A supposition that may 
be confirmed by such "muscae volitantes" that drift slowly to a point cif 

rest af ter a movement of the eyes. 

I am unable .. to give á physical explanation of the phenomenQn. Th.e 
structure of the corpus vitreum might indicate from :which. angle the 
explanation of the propeller~phenomenon should be sOllght. 

The ~orpus vitreum - a geI - ~onsists of a stroma of fine fibrils 

forming a spongelike network with meshes filled with dear liquid. Af ter 
the first few years of life the stroma begins to sago This can be demon~ 
strated by the lowering of the hyaloid canal of CLOQUET (fig. 4) as is 

shown by the investigations of IDA MANN (J . of Anatomy 62. 290-296. 
1928) . 
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Fig. 4 . Relations of CLOQUET's canal. A. at birth. B. in the adult with the eye at rest. 
C . in the adult after sudden movement upwards. (After MANN.) 

In my opinion the propeller~phenomenon. is c10seIy r.elated to the stro ma 
of the corpus vitreum. By sudden upward movements of the eye the stroma 
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f10ats up and CLOQUET'S ca-nal assumes for a second or so its foetal position 
(fig. 4). It is important to note that for these few seconds the "lightpro
peller" cannöt be observed. 

It is worth considering whether the eye-movements round a vertical axis 
make the bottom part of the corpus vitreum sway too far, as a result of its 
greater density. This might explain the behaviour of the propeller in the 
second experiment. 

The mobility of the corpus vitreum would thus be stressed by the wide 
swj.nging movement of the propeller. This behaviour might be of interest 
to oculists, who might wonder whether rapid movements of the eye provoke 
a tear and a detachment of the retina in a predisposed eye. 


